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Stream Health and Measuring Success: 3 Key Points
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1. Identify and address stressors & acknowledge presence of un-managed stressors

2. Adopt a multi-metric approach to evaluate the trajectory of restoration outcomes

3. Enhance multi-disciplinary stakeholder communications



1. Stressor Identification and Acknowledgement
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• Numerous stressors impacting stream 
health

• Not all are regulated

• Not all are manageable



Well documented Some study Theoretical potential
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BMP Effect on Aquatic Stressors
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Unfinished Business
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➢ More fully account for the un-regulated stressors and understand the extent to which they 
may be alleviated through stream restoration



Unfinished Business of Steam Restoration

2. A multi-metric approach to evaluate restoration outcomes
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Stream Health as evaluated by the Chesapeake Bay 
Program Indicator, “Chessie BIBI”
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2. A multi-metric approach to evaluate restoration outcomes
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Harvey and Gooseff 2015. 
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Unfinished Business of Stream Restoration

Rebuilding Ecological Connections
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Source: Schirmer et al 2013



Unfinished Business
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➢ More fully account for the un-regulated stressors and understand the extent to which they may be alleviated 
through stream restoration

➢ A shift in post restoration monitoring strategies to inform how well restoration designs are making these ‘re-
connections’. Visual indicators are helpful but also continuing research to explicitly link restoration design 
techniques to restoration outcomes.
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3. Multi-disciplinary Stakeholder Communications
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• Multiple stakeholder groups involved in stream restoration
– Federal/State regulatory - Local government - NGOs

– Residents/HOAs - Researchers - Consultants

• Inter-disciplinary
– Hydrology, Engineering, Ecology, Landscape Architects, Public Policy, Social Engagement, Economics

• Evaluate trade-offs and potentially conflicting goals



In Summary, the Unfinished Business of Stream Restoration
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➢ More fully account for the un-regulated stressors and understand the extent to which they may be alleviated 
through stream restoration

➢ A shift in post restoration monitoring strategies to inform how well restoration designs are making these ‘re-
connections’. Visual indicators are helpful but also continuing research to explicitly link restoration design 
techniques to restoration outcomes.

➢ Tailor communication strategies and information to individual projects that generate stakeholder 
engagement to address the tradeoffs

➢ Articulate clear and measurable goals to inform the design process and adopt an appropriate 
monitoring strategy that evaluates whether the restoration is a success


